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Comments: I am a very avid outdoorsman I hunt and fish a lot in the north Ga mountains    But the last 10 years

the north Ga mtns has declined majorly as far as the animals and the fishing the streams   In my apinion  it has a

lot to do with the game and fish division for not taking care of what they have instead they are setting around

waiting on a phone to ring  for someone doing something stupid   Now one of my and a lot of other people BIG

question is where does our money from the WMA stamp go   Someone must be putting it in there pocket

because they sure are using it on the WMA the roads are no longer kept up the food plots have nothing but wild

grass in most of them 

       Now for the rest of the story     I take some all day walking and stalking deer and turkey hunts that is what I

love to do but now I'm just going for exercise    I have walked miles and my see where one deer has been   And

more than likely there was a coyote after it.   The same thing with Turkeys. Some of my spots 10 years ago I

could hear 6 to 8 different gobblers a morning not any more luck if you hear 1    The Grouse and Quail that use to

be around here they are a thing of the past     And the DUMBEST thing ever was  opening trout season year

round   I use to love to catch native trout   Not any more   Some DUMB ASS really didn't think this one throug !!!!!

  If something's is not done our kids and grand kids have no future in the outdoors !! 

       Thanks and hope someone gets something out of this 


